
SAMPLE ESSAY DIRECTED WRITING ARTICLE

Write an article to the local newspaper expressing your concern based on all the notes Continuous campaign of the
cause, solutions and.

Even the roadside stall-holders in China speak fairly good English! Nearer to home, so do some of our parents
and teachers. They are always by our side through thick and thin. They can visit the websites and revise their
studies in more exciting way. So, fans can know more about the artists from Youtube. I can assure you that I
am capable person who can work independently. Knowing that something was wrong, I ran there as fast as I
could. There were lots of complaints regarding this issue. The use of videos and television certainly improves
the learning process among students. The town council workers collect the rubbish according to their own
whims and fancies. It has to cooperate with the Indonesian authorities to stamp out forest fires. The
government should also raise the public awareness of the dangers of forest fire. There was plenty of glass on
the road. At least some of the people you meet on your travels in other countries can understand English. Her
life shining example to prove the adage, where there is a will, there is a way. Tan was giving directions, one of
the robbers pointed a knife at him and ordered them to keep quiet. Essay spm students. Dear teachers and
students, thank you for your attention. The next activity is collecting old newspapers from our home. The story
was set in Alabama in  They often shout at students. This works, as I know some of my friends are quitting
now, or trying to reduce the number of cigarettes they smoke per week. Write an article for your school
newsletter on how to cope with stress. Yes, the first step has been taken by the top, but sad to say, many of our
politicians smoke themselves. The Honda Civic was driving too fast that make it did not have time to avoid
collision. Through these social networks, we can add more friends and make new friends. Last but not least,
cleanliness should be maintained in all parts of your restaurant. Many of the students of Sekolah Menengah
Kebangsaan Permata are unhappy about the conditions at the school canteen. With this high additional
education level and knowledge, I can perform better in applying the accounts knowledge in the future job. The
town council workers collect the rubbish according to their own whims and fancies. Was Helen Keller
fortunate or unfortunate? The Internet issue is discussed by the adults and parents. If you find any mistakes,
please do tell me. Besides, the poorly served food we also felt uncomfortable with the dirty and unhygienic
conditions at your restaurant.


